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October 14, 2015 

BY EMAIL AND COURIER 

 

Kirsten Walli 

Board Secretary 

Ontario Energy Board 

P.O. Box 2319 

2300 Yonge Street, 27th Floor 

Toronto ON M4P 1E4 

 

Dear Ms. Walli: 

Re: File Number EB-2015-0004, Hydro Ottawa Limited - Application for 2016-

 2020 Distribution Rates (the “Application”), Responses to Undertakings 

 

Please find attached the responses of Rogers Communications Partnership, TELUS 

Communications Company and Quebecor Media Inc. to Undertaking J1.2, as well as the 

response of Quebecor Media Inc. to Undertaking JTC3.2. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

 
 

Leslie J. Milton 

cc  Applicant 

Interested Parties 

 



Rogers Communications Partnership 
EB-2015-0004 

Undertaking 
Undertaking J1.2 
 
The Carriers to determine if they have, and if they do have to provide, independent 
records of what they have attached to Hydro Ottawa poles 
 

 
Rogers Communications Partnership (“Rogers”) retains scanned copies of approved 

permits, but does not otherwise maintain independent records of the Hydro Ottawa 

poles that it has attachments on.  Hydro Ottawa provides to Rogers annually a 

spreadsheet identifying the Hydro Ottawa poles that Rogers has attachments on, which 

Rogers reconciles to its attachment activity (additions and deletions) during the previous 

year. 



TELUS Communications Company 
EB-2015-0004 

Undertaking 
 

Undertaking J1.2 
 
The Carriers to determine if they have, and if they do have to provide, independent 
records of what they have attached to Hydro Ottawa poles 
 

 
TELUS tracks its attachments to Hydro Ottawa poles by invoices and does not have 
independent records of these attachments. 



Quebecor Media Inc. 
EB-2015-0004 

Undertakings 
Undertaking JTC3.2 
 
To provide annual construction audit results as well as certified completion 
documentation of any corrective actions taken for the years 2011 to 2014, on a best 
efforts basis 
 

 
Copies  of letters received by Quebecor Media Inc.’s affiliate, Videotron GP 

(“Videotron”), from Hydro Ottawa relating to annual construction audits are attached.    











Quebecor Media Inc. 
EB-2015-0004 

Undertakings 
Undertaking J1.2 
 
The Carriers to determine if they have, and if they do have to provide, independent 
records of what they have attached to Hydro Ottawa poles 
 

 
Videotron retains copies of each pole attachment request and of accepted pole 
attachment requests.  All poles used are also identified in Videotron’s electronic network 
planning system database.  Videotron does not maintain an independent listing of Hydro 
Ottawa pole attachments. 


